The regime of ordinary dedication is full time.

The full-time student must register for a minimum of 36 credits and a maximum of 72 that must obligatorily include the pending subjects of previous courses.

The student of the Double Degree Sociology CC. Policies must be registered for a minimum of 48 credits and a maximum of 90.

The part-time student must register for a minimum of 24 credits and a maximum of 36.

The part-time student of the Double Degree Sociology CC. Policies must enroll at least 48 credits.

The students of **first registration** request the dedication part-time for justified reasons presenting an instance in the Secretariat during the enrollment period attaching the corresponding documentation

**Second or successive students** must apply for part-time dedication for justified reasons for each academic year within the deadline set through the electronic headquarters-entreu (entreu.uv.es). Attaching the corresponding documentation.